SKIDATA’s digital kiosk combines ease-of-use and smart technology into a new class of device. Multiply your opportunities with versatile ticketing, RFID media delivery, the pick-up of tickets ordered online as well as central customer service.

**Information and advertising space in one**

With its split-screen function, the large-format, full-screen touch display in HD and color becomes an advertising space and an additional source of income for you. A proximity sensor automatically switches the display between advertising and operating modes.

**Pick-up service for internet reservations**

The modern barcode scanner enables a brand new method of ticket delivery: your customers can conveniently pick up tickets reserved on the Internet (using Print@Home or their mobile phone) at the skiosk Smart ‘Parking’. In addition, RFID data carriers can be issued.

**RFID with a wide variety of applications**

Give your customers the pleasure of contactless entry and exit. In addition, the RFID data carriers can be used for supplementary services - such as an access card for office facilities and equipment.

**Remote customer service**

Remote Assistance combines remote device operation with bi-directional intercom and video (optional). This means that from the control center, you are digitally present in the garage and can remotely carry out operating steps for your customers as needed.